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Introduction
You can develop stand alone financial applications with SmartQuant Framework. Such applications can
range from market data analysis applications to trading front ends and order execution servers. You can
also develop automated trading strategies as standalone applications right in MS Visual Studio. This was
not possible before.

Prerequisites
Application development with SmartQuant Framework requires Microsoft .NET 4.5.1 and Microsoft
Visual Studio 2012 or 2013. If you have Visual Studio 2012, most likely you need to install .NET
Framework 4.5.1 Developer Pack from http://www.visualstudio.com/downloads/download-visualstudio-vs

Installing SmartQuant Framework
The SmartQuant Framework is usually installed together with OpenQuant application.
OpenQuant applications installs in the standard Program Files\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014 folder.
The data files (data.quant and instruments.quant) can be found in your AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant
Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\data folder, configuration files are in the corresponding folders in the
AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014, and the demo solutions can be found in your
Documents\OpenQuant 2014\Solutions folder.

Reinstalling SmartQuant Framework
It’s always a good idea to perform “clean” uninstall before installing a new version. OpenQuant installer
doesn’t override user files such as data files, configuration files or strategy files. Thus you may miss
important changes in those files if you don’t remove them manually.
In order to perform “clean” uninstall, you should uninstall OpenQuant selecting Uninstall in windows
start menu,

and then manually remove files from your AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\ and
your Documents\OpenQuant 2014\Solutions\ folders . Indeed you can leave or backup files that you
need. For example you don’t need to delete your own strategies if you need them, but if you want to
update demo strategies, you need to delete corresponding files.
Then you can install a new version of OpenQuant 2014 as discussed in the previous chapter.

Understanding SmartQuant Framework
Wikipedia: “A software framework is a universal, reusable software platform to develop applications,
products and solutions. … The designers of software frameworks aim to facilitate software development
by allowing designers and programmers to devote their time to meeting software requirements rather
than dealing with the more standard low-level details of providing a working system, thereby reducing
overall development time … once a framework is learned, future projects can be faster and easier to
complete.”
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The SmartQuant dll
The SmartQuant.dll is the core of SmartQuant framework. Usually all you need to do to start developing
an algo trading application with SmartQuant framework is referencing this dll in your Visual Studio
project. The SmartQuant.dll is installed in the GAC (Global Assembly Cache) and in Program
Files\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\ folder.

Creating Your First Project

We assume that you have Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 (2013) and SmartQuant Framework installed on
your computer (the latter means that you have downloaded and installed OpenQuant application).
Launch Visual Studio and create a Console Application project. Let’s call it MyApplication.

Next, add reference to SmartQuant dll. Navigate to project references folder in the Solution Explorer,
right click and select Add reference in the pop-up menu

Reference SmartQuant dll from Program Files\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\ folder.

SmartQuant Namespace
All classes in SmartQuant Framework belong to SmartQuant namespace. Add using SmartQuant; to you
program code to use classes from SmartQuant namespace.

The Framework Class
The Framework class is the root element of the framework. It initializes and provides access to the core
building blocks of the framework such as Provider, Instrument, Data, Order, Portfolio, Strategy and
other Managers. Your program should create at least one object of the Framework class to initialize and
use the SmartQuant framework. A generic application that uses the SmartQuant Framework usually has
the following structure

Here we create a new framework object named MyFramework and dispose this object at the end of the
application. Although you can omit Framework name in the constructor, it’s a good idea to give unique
names to framework instances, especially if you are planning to create several framework instances in
your application. Unique framework name should help to distinguish debugging output from different
frameworks.
Note that we explicitly call Framework.Dispose() at the end of the program. It’s a good and required
practice to do so if you want to keep your data safe and uncorrupted. Framework.Dispose() method
forces Instrument and Data Managers and Servers to flush and close database files, as well as clean up
other resources. If you suddenly notice that you have exported historical data or captured real time data
and you don’t see this data in the Data Manager next time you run your application, check that you have
Framework.Dispose() in place in your application code.

Indeed to manage you program workflow in the most correct way you should use try-catch-finally
blocks to dispose framework in case of possible exception in the application code:

Once you have created an object of the Framework class, you are ready to use this object to access
other core objects of the framework. Let’s see how you can use Framework.InstrumentManager to list
instruments available in the framework.

If you run this program using standard installation of the SmartQuant framework, you should see the
following output in the Console Window

Let’s try to add a new instrument into framework

Now if we run our first program that lists instruments available in the framework, we should see that
GOOG instrument is actually stored in the instrument database and becomes available in the
InstrumentManager.Instruments list

Framework .Current
Framework.Current is a static property of the Framework class that is set to the current instance of the
framework. A new instance of the framework is created if you call this property and there has been no
framework instance created yet. This way you can use the same program code in the OpenQuant IDE,
where a framework instance is created when the OpenQuant application starts, or in your standalone
code, where a new instance of the Framework class is created when you call Framework.Current.

Framework Mode
The world of quantitative finance, quantitative analysts, strategy developers and traders essentially
work with two types of data – on-line and off-line date. Consequently SmartQuant Framework can
operate in one of two modes, real time mode and simulation mode. You can use Framework.Mode
property to check what mode the framework is currently running in. The fundamental difference

between these two modes will become clear when we understand the Framework.Clock in the next
chapter.
Note that Framework.Mode is set to FrameworkMode.Realtime when you create Framework object and
changed to FrameworkMode.Simulation when you backtest or optimize a strategy.

Framework Clock
Framework Clock object is the heart of SmartQuant framework. It gives you the current time of the
framework that is used for setting event timestamps and for performing time measurements in the
framework. You can get the current time of the framework using Clock.DateTime property. The clock
can also operate in either ClockMode.Simulation or ClockMode.RealTime. You can get the current clock
mode using Clock.Mode property.
The main difference between these two modes is that Clock.DateTime returns DateTime.Now in the
Realtime mode, which is expected, but in the Simulation mode it returns datetime stamp of the last
simulated event.
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The Framework Clock also provides so-called Reminder facility. SmartQuant Framework Reminders are
somewhat similar to .NET timers but there are two significant differences. Firstly, Reminders can work in
both Realtime and Simulation modes, and, secondly, Reminder Callbacks are called from the main
framework thread (the same thread which calls Strategy.OnBar() and other strategy event handlers).

If you run this program and wait enough time, you should get the following results

You can also pass an object with a reminder to distinguish between different reminders in case they use
the same callback method.

The output should look similar to the following

Indeed you can pass any object with a reminder, not necessarily a string as shown in the example above.

Clock Resolution
Instrument Management
Financial instruments package financial capital into readily tradable forms - they do not exist outside
the context of the financial markets. Their diversity of forms mirrors the diversity of risk that they
manage.

Financial Instruments can be categorized according to whether they are securities, derivatives of other
instruments, or so called cash securities. If they are a derivative, they can be further categorized
depending on whether they are traded as standard derivatives or traded over the counter (OTC).
Alternatively they can be categorized by 'asset class' depending on whether they are equity based
(reflecting ownership of an asset) or debt based (reflecting a loan the investor has made to the owner of
an asset). If it is a debt security, it can be further categorized into short term (less than one year) or long
term. Foreign Exchange instruments and transactions are neither debt nor equity based and belong in
their own category.
Combining the above methods for categorization, the main instruments can be organized into a matrix
as follows:

ASSET CLASS

INSTRUMENT TYPE
Cash

Standard Derivative

OTC Derivative

Debt (Long
Term)

Bond
Floating rate note

Bond future option
Bond future

Interest rate swap
Interest rate cap & Interest rate
floors
Cross currency swap
Interest rate option
Exotic instruments

Debt (Short
Term)

Deposit/loan
Bill
CD (Certificate of
deposit)
CP (Commercial paper)

Futures

Forward rate agreement
Foreign exchange swap

Stock
(Equity index)

Stock options
Equity futures

Stock Options
Exotic instruments

Foreign exchange spot

Foreign exchange
futures

Foreign exchange options
Foreign exchange forwards
Currency Future

Equity
Foreign
Exchange

Most of the standard derivatives, like Futures and Stock Options are exchange traded. This means that
actual execution of a trade takes place at an exchange either via a physical Broker or an Electronic
Communications Network (ECN). OTC derivatives however, are traded directly between parties and not
through an exchange.
At any given point in time, an instrument, whether a .NET class or a real world financial instrument can
be described by a combination of static and dynamic properties:
Static Properties:





Instrument type (e.g. common stock)
Ticker name (e.g. MSFT)
Description (e.g. Microsoft Corporation)
Exchange (e.g. NASDAQ)




Currency (e.g. USD)
etc.

Thus, a static property is everything that is included in the issuer note and usually doesn't change during
the lifetime of an instrument.
Dynamic Properties:




Last price (e.g. 25.80)
Closing price (e.g. 25.60)
Traded volume (e.g. 64,000,000)

Dynamic properties change throughout the lifetime of a security. Thus, every property that is exposed to
the market and can be influenced by it can be considered a dynamic property.
In SmartQuant Framework a financial instrument is represented by the Instrument class.

Creating Instruments
Create an instrument object with Instrument class constructor.

Instrument Manager
The InstrumentManager provides access to the list of known instruments in the SmartQuant framework.

An Instrument is uniquely identified in the framework by its numeric id, Instrument.Id, as well as by its
symbol, Instrument.Symbol .

You can use InstrumentManager to find an instrument by its Id
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager.GetById(1);
and by its symbol
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager.Get(“MSFT”);
or
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager[“MSFT”];
You can also use Instruments property of the InstrumentManager to get access to the list of available
instruments and find an instrument with specific id or symbol in this list
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager.Instruments.GetById(1);
and
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager.Instruments.Get(“MSFT”);
or
Instrument instrument = InstrumentManager.Instruments[“MSFT”].

When a new instrument is created, it’s unknown to the rest of the framework. You should add
Instrument to the InstrumentManager to make it available to strategies and other components of the
framework.
InstrumentManager.Add(instrument);
Since there cannot be two instruments with the same symbol, it’s a good practice to check that
instrument with the same symbol is not present in the framework when you add a new instrument

If you want to use an instrument with a specific symbol and need to create it if there is no such
instrument in the framework, the standard code usually looks like

An exception will be thrown if you try to add instrument with the symbol that is already present in the
framework.

Changing Instrument Properties
Instrument.TickSize = 0.1;
Note that you cannot change instrument symbol and instrument id since these two properties uniquely
identify instruments in the framework. You have to delete instrument with the symbol you want to
change and create a new instrument with a new symbol.
Note that instrument properties are not persistent. This means that instrument properties are not saved
in the database automatically when you change proper ties of instrument object in memory. You should
call DataManager.Save(instrument) method when you want to save instrument properties in the
instrument database.

Saving Instrument Properties

Use DataManager.Save(instrument) method to save instrument in the instrument server database.

Understanding Providers
In SmartQuant Framework, providers request services from third party data and execution services. All
providers support two way communication processes. So, if you place an order, you can get a fill
response back in the Framework or you will receive market data once you request it for a specific
symbol. There are several different kinds of providers supported in SmartQuant:

Market Data Providers

Market data providers can request real time streaming data from 3rd party services. The following forms
of real time data are supported:






Quote
Trade
Level II
Bar

Execution Providers

Execution providers can implement the following methods and thus offer this kind of functionality from
within SmartQuant Framework






Send orders
Cancel orders
Replace orders
Receive order status reports
Receive execution reports

History Providers

History providers can request historical data from 3rd party services. The following forms of historical
data are supported:





Quote
Trade
Bar
Daily

Instrument Providers

Instrument providers can request instrument definitions.

Account Providers

Account providers can request open orders, positions and current account information, such as buying
power.

Provider Manager
Usually all available in the SmartQuant framework providers are registered in the Provider Manager. You
can get access to the provider manager using Framework.ProviderManager property.
The following code lists providers registered in the provider manager using ProviderManager.Providers
property.

Note that there are always two default providers registered in the provider manager – default market
data simulator and default order execution simulator.

Other providers can either be added to the provider manager via framework configuration file or added
in the program code using ProviderManager.AddProvider method.
Let’s create Interactive Brokers TWS API provider and register this provider in the provider manager.

Provider Event Model
SmartQuant Framework doesn’t use .NET events internally. SmartQuant has its own event processing
architecture that is build around the Event Bus concept. SmartQuant events are objects of classes
derived from the base Event class. The Event class has two properties, which uniquely identify an event even Type and event DateTime.
The Event Bus consists of several Event Pipes, such as the Data Pipe, the Execution Pipe, and the Service
Pipe. An Event Pipe consists of one or more Event Queues. Event pipes have different priorities.
Obviously, the execution pipe has the highest priority.
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Connecting Providers
Usually the Provider.Connect() method is used to connect a provider to a broker. The result of this call is
provider specific and depends on internal provider implementation - this call can be synchronous or
asynchronous, blocking or non-blocking.
You can get into troubles if a provider implements non-blocking connect logic (i.e. as a result of this call
a connect request is sent to a broker, program execution returns from the connect method but response
from the broker is not received and provider is not connected). It’s quite easy to send an order or a
market data request to a disconnected provider this way, which is not good indeed. A much better idea
is to call blocking Provider.Connect(timeout) method and check that provider is actually connected.

Provider.Connect(timeout) method calls Provider.Connect() method and waits timeout milliseconds in a
Thread.Sleep(1) loop until Provider.IsConnected or timeout is expired.

Provider.Connect(timeout) method returns true if provider is connected and false if timeout is expired,
so that you can simplify connection code

As we saw in the Provider Event Model chapter, we can use EventDispatcher ProviderConnected and
ProviderDisconnected events to notify our application when a provider becomes connected or
disconnected.
Note that you can use generic ProviderStatusChanged event instead of ProviderConnected and
ProviderDisconnected event combo.
Note that you can use ProviderError event to notify your application when an error occurs in a provider.
For example if you try to connect to IB TWS that is not running, you should get the following error

Subscribing to Market Data
Provider.Subscribe(Instrument) and Provider.Subscribe(InstrumentList) can be used for market data
subscriptions.

Using Subscription Manager
It’s ok to directly call Provider.Subscribe method to subscribe to market data feed for an instrument in a
simple application.

